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Command of a sparkling, clean and rhythmically steady spiccatostroke is a crucial skill for both
chamber music and orchestral playing. \X/hile precise terminology differentiates between spiccato
and sautille, these distinctions tend to blur in ensemble repertoire, because of the need to keep
'S7ith
experithe bow very close to the string when numerous string players must play together.
ence and intimate knowledge of the responsive qualities of virtually every inch of the bow, a
player can develop an almost instinctive ability to choose the exact spot, amount, and lightness
or heavinessof touch, which will produce the most appropriate natural fex and spring of the bow
with minimal physical effort. By controlling the bowt natural tendency to rebound, it is possible
to play even slow spiccatopassageswith a stroke so close to the string as to be just bouncing on
the hair much like sautille.
"utiliry?
\WW/hen
spiccatowhich has been worka player encounters difficulry translating a basic
ing well in early Kreutzer etudes (at both loud and soft dynamic levels) to the more difficult
orchestra excerpts such as the Mendelssohn Midsummer Nighti Dream Scherzo, it is time to seek
experience in more varied musical contexts. The vertical and horizontal components of the
stroke, as well as whether it is to be done by the forearm, wrist, or only the most minute movements of the hand-all these factors are determined by the tempo, dynamic, register (high or low
string), and sound demanded by the composer'sstyle. Mixed rhythms and gradual or sudden
dynamic changes require that the player be ready to adapt his physical movements accordingly.
Effective practice strategy builds on successwith the spiccatostroke in various dynamic levels
through a progression of gradually faster tempi, both with 2 or 4 notes per beat as well as 3 and
6. Scalesand standard etudes can be creatively adapted for this purpose, and more practical and
difficult material can be found in rhe l0 Etudessur destraits d'orchesneby Maurice Vieux (Leduc,
1928).It is well worth acquiring complete parts to Mendelssohnt Italian and Scottish Symphonies, as well as Beethovent Symphony No. 9 and Schubert'sSymphonies 2,4, and 7. \7hile
theseworks may not frequently appear on audition lists, they contain many pagesof material for
developing spiccatoexpertise and can provide important background for more difficult excerpts
such as those below.
The following excerpts show the spiccatzstroke in several guises and interspersed with other
articulations. Some passagesinvolve a change of dynamics taking the spiccatothrough transition
or suddenly introducing a different type of stroke. For each excerpt, the tempo and dynamic level
help to pinpoint the precisespot on the bow where the bouncing will be nearly automatic. This
auromaric bouncing may be lost when practicing slowly for other details, but may be quickly
regained after working the passageup to tempo on the string with small bows very near the
desired spot for bouncing.
In the Beethoven excerpt, one of the most difficult tasks is to make the transition from the
only three bow strokes (bars
most minute hand-controlled pp spiccatoto the larger motion/in
9l-93).It is helpful to memorize the physical mechanics and favorite part of the bow for each
extreme, repeating bars 9 1 and 93 many times individually, then slowly practicing the three notes
of transition to ensure that they both travel the desired amount of bow towards the frog and
make the huge crescendo.Once the distribution plan is made, then it is just a matter of working
it into the entire passageby practicing gradually faster tempi.
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F-xample 1. Beethoven, Symphony No. 3, Scherzo
Allegrovivace ( J.: r rol
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The tempo, vigor and occasional string crossings in the Rachmaninoffpassage help to ensure
continuous bouncing for a hear,y brush stroke which involves the forearm.
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Example2. RachmaninoffSymphonyNo. 2,2nd mvt.
Menomosso J' to+
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In the soli section below, the player must pace a gradual diminuendo from forte to piano rc
pianissimo, with manipulation of the amount, part and forcefulness of the bow each contributing to this effect.
Example 3. Rachmaninofl Symphony No. 2,2nd mvt.
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The spiccatoin the Brahms excerpt ranges from the legiero inbar 172 (semprepp from before)
to the rf marcato notes beginning bar 1BB; performance tradition inserts a missing mfor fatbar
184 on the second beat, keeping power in reservefor the later printed crescendowhich reaches/
by bar 202. By saving bow on all slurs interrupting the legiero spiccato,the need for a retake can
be avoided and the springing bow can stay in the same spot, coming and going as needed.
Keeping the bow very close to the string and letting the three successiveup-bows in bar 1B1 travel
a bit recoups some bow for the upcoming long slur in bar 182. In bars 184-187, the weight of
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y's and fullness of staccatoquarter notes (compared to the previous leggieroeighth notes) places
these notes on rhe string in mid-bow. The downbeat quarter note of bar lBB is the means to get
to a lower part of the bow for the gruffer marcato stroke.
Example 4. Brahms, Symphony No. 2, 4th mvt.
Allegrocon spirito
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For successin both the Tchaikovsky and Rossini excerpts below, it is important to be able to
play the passagesup ro tempo onthe string in the spot on the bowwhere this spiccatowill be
played. Then, relaxing the touch and shortening the amount of bow to almost nothing should
produce very fast, automatic bouncing on the bowb hair. String crossings and occasional slurs
should be accomplished with minimal physical motion so that they do not interrupt the steadinessof the bouncing. Since both excerpts move gradually from higher to lower strings, this means
that the arm level should be high enough to easily anticipate arrival on the next lower string withour any sudden lurch. One should actually make the little hairpin crescendo/diminuendo'sin the
Tchaikovsky, instead of merely accenting the top note.
Example 5. Tchaikovsky, Symphony No. 5, 3rd mvt.
Allegromoderato Jr lll-l{{
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The comedic character of the Rossini depends upon sudden changes such as the explosion in
bar 78, where the stroke becomes the heaviest of brush strokes immediately following the leggiero
opposite extreme. The first Rossini excerpt is so soft that it is easyto avoid retaking the bow during the rests in bars 66 and70, as well as after the half notes in barc72,74, and 76, by using
almost no bow at all for anything which is not spiccato.The loud descending scalesof the second
excerpt will be most resonant with aheavy, mosdy horizontal brush stroke in the lower third of
the bow.
F-xample 6. Rossini, Overture
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Example 7. Rossini, Overture
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Development and refinement of the seemingly infinite variety of spiccatostrokes involves disciplined pursuit of the mechanical skill, obedienceto the composert tempo and dynamic instructions, imagination for the sound of minute attacks/releasesof notes, and often some creative
designing of bow distribution. Such excerpts figure prominently in orchestral audition outcomes
because it is truly dazzling to hear ensembles large and small dash off passagesof fanq, spiccato
bowings in perfect unison. ll3
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